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How you can help:
Become a RADA angel, sponsor a project,

monetary donations  and or food and resources

RADAs’ new baby Rio…
The RADA family would like to thank KIA Motors South

Africa for it’s very kind and generous sponsorship of a brand new KIA

Rio. The ongoing support we receive from KIA and it’s staff every year

is invaluable to us, we would not be able to do the work that we do in

so many communities without your assistance. And now with our new

‘wheels’ we will be able to continue our regular visits to the centres we

support.

David Sieff – KIA Motors SA,
Marketing Director hands
over the keys to RADAs new
sponsored KIA RIO to J-P
Nobrega – CEO of RADA

THANK YOU KIA MOTORS SA



#RADAINSPIRE

RADA Inspire celebrates women in our communities

Be the Way. Be the Change. 
One day at a time.

Women are warriors who
use their voices to inspire,
teach and empower each other and
those around them. For the month of
August, RADA Inspire focuses on the
many nurturers and independent
women who connect and shine their
bright lights on their families and
communities.

With August recognised as Women’s
month in South Africa,
commemorating the thousands of
women who marched to the Union
Buildings on 9 August 1956, RADA
Inspire jumped on the bandwagon to
extend the reach of projects and
awareness campaigns being
conducted by various individuals and
NGO’s across the country.

Having recently adopted Gerald
Fitzpatrick House and Nursing Home
(GFP), situated in the impoverished
area of Bertram, Johannesburg, RADA
decided to focus their efforts on the
ladies of GFP by honouring and
celebrating their contribution to their

individual families and those who
have crossed their paths by means of
a special Women’s Day tea party. The
ladies were treated to tea and snacks,
as well as received a blue RADA
blanket and some magazines
(generously donated by Caxton
house), as well as a live performance
by neo-soul singer-songwriter Lily
Hollows.

Over the last year and a half, since
the launch of RADA Inspire in 2018,
RADA has made significant strides in
shifting people’s perspective when it
comes to various social issues and the
protection and empowerment of
women and children plays a key role
in RADA’s overall vision.

The RADA Inspire campaign itself is
based on the premise that one person
can make a difference. A simple
gesture goes a long way.

RADA wants to encourage a peaceful
and loving environment for all, and it
begins with the (wo)man on the

street. Treat people the way you
want to be treated and let’s work
together to create a level of mutual
respect, regardless of gender, age,
ethnicity or religion.

“Despite our own efforts, we
understand that we cannot go at it
alone. So whether you assist RADA
or another NGO, the main aim is to
improve your contribution to
society daily, to raise your
resonance and create a ripple
effect of positive change,” says CEO
and founder J-P Nobrega.

We encourage society to honour
the women in their lives:

• Speak out against the abuse
of women and children

• Celebrate the differences
between men and women

• Recognise that women add
value to society in their own
unique way

• Parents and adults should
teach their children about
respect for people

regardless of gender or race – we are one!
• Stand up to your friends who exhibit

inappropriate behaviour towards women
• Talk to someone you can trust about your

hardships and work together to achieve
equality

• Share your story, it may help someone
who is suffering silence

Respect, tolerance and understanding of others
is critical to the growth and empowerment of
women, the world over.



RADA REHAB
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RADA’s Paint Party took place on Saturday 27 July. Those who joined us on the day took on the challenge of

painting a wall or three…sponsors, supporters, press, friends and families came out to celebrate our new building.
The RADA Rehabilitation Centre will have the capacity to treat 40 patients per month (in house) once it opens it’s
doors. Throughout the day we saw familiar faces lend a hand, stop past with donations or words of encouragement.
Thank you to all who got involved, we finished the first coat in no time at all. Job well done with much fun!

http://www.rada.co.za/


and are proud to have our song

apart of this.”

“We are so excited to be working

with the Prime Circle again as they

share their own personal stories and

messages of hope,” says J-P

Nobrega, Founder of RADA.

Heroes are the defenders… they

step in. Prime Circle have taken the

leap.

We all play a role, so never

underestimate the difference one

person can make. You don’t have to

be exceptional. You don’t have to

exert yourself beyond your means.

Simply stand up, take action and

empower others to do the same.

If you or anyone you know is being

bullied, tell an adult you trust, a

friend, a teacher or counsellor, or

get in touch with a help line.

RADA INSPIRE

Multi-award winning rock

band, Prime Circle continue

to showcase their support

in combating social issues,

by once again teaming up with the

Non-Profit Organization, RADA.

The band’s new single, ‘Weapons of

War’ supports RADA’s anti-bullying

initiative and forms part of the

RADA Inspire campaign. RADA

Inspire was created to inspire the

nation through a simple shift in

perspective, by marrying action with

awareness and making a difference

in people’s lives one day at a time.

RADA’s intention is to start

conversations on real-world issues

(bullying being one of them) and

since music forms such an integral

part of everyday life and has the

power to influence, there is no

better way than to get one of South

Africa’smost-established rock bands

involved.

Prime Circle have long supported the

charity, contributing and assisting

where they can, including their 2017

collaboration on ‘Keep Marching On’,

which is exclusively found on RADA

Unearthed Vol.1.

This album’s main focus was to give

up-and-coming musicians a

platform to showcase their talent.

Since the local rockers didn’t

require the exposure, their

contribution in turn served to

promote and boost awareness of

RADA.

Weapons of War’s main purpose,

however, is to bring awareness to

issues around bullying. According to

SADAG (South African Depression

and Anxiety Group), research shows

that at least 66% of children will be

involved in bullying at some point in

their life. These are frightening

statistics that need to be brought to

public attention.

With the release of the single

already in motion, the team (RADA

and Prime Circle) are seeking to

take this message to schools around

the country, using music as a

vehicle for change.

Prime Circle Frontman Ross

Learmonth says, “Weapons of war

is a song about how the breakdown

of communication and compassion

can lead to mistrust and essentially

cause war between people. We felt

that this song really fits well with

RADA Inspire’s anti-bullying

campaign and decided to use it for

more than just entertainment, but

to add an element of education to

the dynamic. We have supported

this amazing Organisation since

their inception and look forward to

seeing more of their amazing work



RADA EVENTS
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RADA 2019 Golf Day

6 August 2019 saw RADA host it’s 5th

annual charity golf day at Bryanston
Country Club. We again had a full field of
golfers and although we aimed to scale
things down a little by focusing more on a
great day of golfing the evening turned out
fantastic, with entertainment from Dave
Levinsohn and Prime Circle. We were able
to raise much needed funds which will be
put towards building a new orphanage in
Orange Farm. Thank you to all who
attended, our sponsors and supporters.

Your contribution (big
or small) will make a
difference to the lives
of orphans living in
the Orange Farm area
close to Soweto,
Johannesburg..


